THE EXTRAORDINARY RAPHAEL
VILLA FARNESINA – SANT’AGOSTINO BASILICA – PANTHEON
.

Precisely 500 years from his death, we pay homage to Raphael – arguably the most talented and
gifted artist of his era. Sina Bernini Bristol has the pleasure to offer a magical tour evoking both art
and history on a discovery journey of one of the greatest Masters of the Renaissance. Together with
an expert guide, you will be able to visit the 16th century Villa Farnesina, one of the noblest and most
harmonious creations of Italian Renaissance. A precious villa in which architecture and frescoes fuse
into a single breathtaking artistic jewel, highlight of which is Raphael’s Loggia of Amore and Psiche.
Stroll around the monumental rooms and be transported into an ancient, legendary world, made of
images, symbols and unbelievable myths. Of all the artists that competed to satisfy the
commissioner, only Raphael managed to bless the Renaissance with the gift of immortality. Head
towards the Basilica of St. Agostino, where waiting for you is a lesser-known yet magnificent and
powerful 16th century fresco featuring the prophet Isaiah. And last, but not least, a panoramic stroll
by the Trevi Fountain, along Via del Corso, will take you to the majestic Pantheon, the largest Dome
ever created – temple of past, present and future deities – which hosts the tomb of great artists such
as Raphael’s. Conclude the tour with an outstanding dining experience at our The Flair - Rooftop
Restaurant located on Sina Bernini Bristol’s panoramic terrace.

Low Season (Jan,Feb,Mar,Apr,July,Aug,Nov,Dec )
Signature Superior € 990
Signature Deluxe € 1090

High Season (May,Jun,Sept,Oct )
Signature Superior € 1190
Signature Deluxe € 1290

THE MASTER OF THE REINASSANCE TOUR package includes:
•
•
•
•

2-night stay in a Signature Superior room or Signature Deluxe room
Complimentary Breakfast served in our breakfast room facing Piazza Barberini or at The
Flair - Rooftop Restaurant
One dinner for 2 people at The Flair - Rooftop Restaurant
Private historical walking tour of Rome highlighting sights connected to Raphael (3 hours
duration) entrance tickets to all the sites, private guide at your disposal for 3 hours.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Offer is valid from January 11 to December 20, 2020; Limited availability Rates are for a minimum 2-night
consecutive stay, per room in double occupancy (third bed on request and upon availability) City Tax (€ 7.00 per person, per night) and 10% VAT not
included All reservations must be guaranteed with a credit card (number and expiry date) Cancellation policy: 4 days prior to arrival in order to avoid
a 50% penalty fee on the total package rate Kindly note that the Raffaello Experience Tour is not available on Sunday, Festivity, Afternoon. Additional
nights are available upon request

For reservations and more information, please contact our Reservations Department:
Tel. +39 06 488931 Email: reservationsbb@sinahotels.com www.sinahotels.com

